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Abstract – In recent years, process-induced mechanical stress has
emerged as a useful manufacturing technique that enhances carrier
transport and increases drive currents. This improvement in current has
helped to compensate the decline of device scaling factors in parame-
ters such as tox, Vth, and Vdd. In this work, we propose stress as a means
to achieve optimal power-performance trade-off by combining stress-
based, performance-enhanced standard cell assignment with dual-Vth
assignment. We study how stress-induced performance enhancements
are affected by layout properties and improve standard cell layouts so
that performance gains are maximized. We then develop a circuit-level,
block-based, stress-enhanced optimization algorithm that includes all
layout-dependent sources of mechanical stress. By combining the two
performance enhancement techniques (stress-based and dual-Vth) for a
set of benchmark circuits, we find that our stress-aware optimization,
decreases leakage by ~24% on average, for iso-delay, when compared
to dual-Vth assignment. Similarly, for iso-leakage, our optimization
algorithm reduces delay on average by 5%. In both cases, the proposed
method only incurs a small area penalty (< 0.5%).
Categories and Subject Descriptors: B.8.0 Performance and Reliabil-
ity (General)

General Terms: Performance
Keywords: Stress, mobility, layout, leakage, performance.

1.  INTRODUCTION
Maintaining integrated circuit (IC) performance and reliability in

modern-day semiconductor processes, while continuing aggressive pro-
cess scaling, is becoming increasingly difficult because of fundamental
scaling limitations. Device parameters like oxide thickness (tox), thresh-
old voltage (Vth), and supply voltage (Vdd) can no longer be scaled as
aggressively as gate length (L) without significantly degrading reliabil-
ity and exponentially increasing leakage current. Furthermore, as MOS-
FET’s scaled below 100nm, process engineers sought to battle the
mobility degradation caused by larger effective electric fields. To ame-
liorate mobility degradation and the subsequent drive current reduction,
several process techniques have been developed which induce mechan-
ical stress in a device’s channel. By introducing additional mechanical
stress in the channel of a device, one can enhance carrier mobility and
achieve higher drive currents. Mobility enhancement has emerged as an
attractive alternative to voltage and oxide thickness scaling because it
can obtain similar device performance improvement, with reduced
effects on reliability and leakage.

Mechanical stress in Silicon breaks crystal symmetry and removes
the 2-fold and 6-fold degeneracy of the valence and conduction bands,
respectively [1, 2]. This leads to changes in the band scattering rates
and/or the carrier effective mass, which in turn affects carrier mobility.
Since changes in mobility directly influence the drive current, higher
carrier mobility improves transistor performance. However, increased
mobility not only improves the drain current in the saturation regime of
MOSFET operation, but it also increases the subthreshold leakage cur-
rent. Specifically, short-channel MOSFET saturation drain current,
ID,sat, has a sub-linear dependence on mobility, μ0, while the subthresh-

old drain current (ID,sub) dependence on mobility is linear [3, 4]. It is
the relationship of drain current and mobility, in fact, that makes mobil-
ity enhancement an interesting alternative to other power/delay optimi-
zation techniques. One of the most popular techniques that has been
researched considerably in both academia and industry is the dual-Vth
optimization scheme [5, 6]. This scheme typically uses gate sizing and
2 choices of threshold voltage to optimize a given circuit for some met-
ric (usually delay or power). Since ID,sat and ID,sub are super-linearly
and exponentially dependent on Vth, respectively, Vth can potentially be
a powerful optimization parameter. However, since incorporating dif-
ferent threshold voltages adds significant design and process complex-
ity, practical implementations typically restrict the number of threshold
voltages to ~2 [7]. 

One of the main disadvantages of using a dual-Vth scheme is, coinci-
dentally, also one of its strengths: each gate in the design can either be
high-performance or low-leakage. Dual-Vth provides for a wide range
of performances (due to the super-linear and exponential dependencies
of ID,sat and ID,sub), but the approach has only coarse granularity in its
selection. Mobility enhancement induced by mechanical stress, how-
ever, is layout dependent and provides much finer delay-versus-leakage
control (discussed in more depth in Section 2). This granularity, cou-
pled with the fact that leakage is only linearly dependent on mobility,
makes stress-induced mobility enhancement an interesting research
topic that can either be directly compared to dual-Vth assignment, or
used concurrently to provide additional gains. To illustrate the strengths
of both approaches, Figure 1 shows Ioff vs. Ion for an isolated PMOS
device across typical values of stress and Vth. From this plot, it is clear
that stress-based performance enhancement has a better Ioff vs. Ion
trade-off while Vth has a larger range for both Ion and Ioff. For a 12%
improvement in Ion, the leakage for the Vth case is nearly twice as large
as that for the stress-based improvement, and the difference is amplified
at higher values of improvement. However, for a given layout, the max-
imum stress-based enhancement that can be achieved by altering the
layout parameters is typically ~20% (for Ion). 

To date, there has been limited research on the layout dependence of
stress-based current improvement. Most of the published work has
focused on the effects of Shallow Trench Isolation (STI) [8, 9] or lim-
ited their analysis to only include the PMOS sources of mechanical
stress [10, 11]. In [12], the authors explore the effects of a number of
different mechanical stress sources and suggest ways to improve stan-
dard cell layouts. However, to our knowledge this paper is the first
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work to propose a circuit-level, block-based, stress-enhanced optimiza-
tion scheme that includes all layout-dependent sources of stress.

In this paper, we begin by addressing the layout dependency of
stress-based performance enhancement. We perform a comprehensive
study in order to determine how various layout parameters affect device
stress, and then analyze their impact on device performance. From this
study we then develop general layout rules that serve as guidelines for
optimizing transistor performance. Next, these guidelines are used on
an industrial 65nm CMOS library, and a performance enhanced version
of each standard cell is created. Finally, we propose a stress-aware opti-
mization algorithm and generate two comparisons: 1) stress-based per-
formance enhancement versus dual-Vth assignment, and 2) combined
stress-based enhancement with dual-Vth versus only dual-Vth. Experi-
mental results show that we can obtain a 12% performance enhance-
ment for PMOS devices (up to about 20%), while only increasing the
leakage current by ~3.8X. For NMOS devices we can achieve a drive
current improvement of about 5% while increasing the leakage current
by only 1.4X. For the standard cells in our library, we find that leakage
is reduced by ~2X on average as compared to the Vth counterpart. Over-
all, by combining the two performance enhancement techniques (stress-
based and dual-Vth) for a few benchmark circuits, we find that our
stress-aware optimization, for iso-delay, decreases leakage on average
by ~24% when compared to dual-Vth assignment. Similarly, if we use
our optimization algorithm and match leakage (iso-leakage), delay
reduces on average by 5%. In both cases, our proposed method only
incurs a small area penalty (< 0.5%).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Background informa-
tion on mechanical stress in Silicon is included in Section 2. Section 3
presents a study on the layout dependence of stress-based performance
enhancement, develops simple guidelines for improving layouts, and
discusses the actual improvements seen in an industrial 65nm library.
We then propose our stress-aware optimization in Section 4 and present
experimental results in Section 5, comparing our approaches with the
dual-Vth technique. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2.  BACKGROUND
As stated previously, mechanical stress in Silicon leads to band split-

ting and alters the effective mass, which results in carrier mobility
changes [1, 2]. Induced stress in the channel can be either tensile or
compressive, and NMOS and PMOS devices prefer different stress
types in the X, Y, and Z dimensions (shown in Figure 2) [13]. If the cor-
rect type of stress is applied in a particular dimension, carrier mobility
will increase and the device will consequently produce higher drive cur-
rent. Mechanical stress, itself, is actually caused by two types of mis-
match between material properties. The first, thermal mismatch, is
caused by differences in the thermal expansion coefficient of two mate-
rials. The second, lattice mismatch, is created when two materials have
different lattice constants.

For one of the latest 65nm CMOS technologies, there are five domi-
nant sources of stress (four of which are illustrated in Figure 3): Shal-
low Trench Isolation (STI), tensile nitride, compressive nitride, Stress
Memorization Technique (SMT), and embedded SiGe [14]. The first
source, which impacts channel stress in both NMOS and PMOS
devices, is Shallow Trench Isolation (STI). STI creates compressive
stress longitudinally and laterally (X and Y dimensions) due to thermal
mismatch. Of the four sources shown in Figure 3, STI is the only source
that is not inherently used to enhance transistor speed. The second and
third sources of stress are the tensile and compressive nitride liners,
present in only NMOS or PMOS devices, respectively. These liners are
permanently deposited over the transistors and they transfer mechanical

stress to the channel through the active area and the polysilicon gate
[15]. Tensile liners improve electron mobility in NMOS devices, while
compressive liners improve hole mobility in PMOS devices. The latest
high performance process nodes have simultaneously incorporated both
tensile and compressively stressed liners into a single, high perfor-
mance CMOS flow, called the Dual Stress Liner approach. In this pro-
cess, a highly tensile Si3N4 liner is uniformly deposited over the entire
wafer. The film is then patterned and etched from the PMOS regions.
Next, a highly compressive Si3N4 liner is deposited, patterned and
etched from the NMOS regions. In addition to the permanent tensile
liner shown in Figure 3, the fourth stress source, called SMT, is also
used to increase the stress in n-Type MOSFET's [16]. In this technique,
a stressed dielectric layer is deposited over all of the NMOS regions,
thermally annealed and then completely removed. The stress effect is
transferred from the dielectric layer to the channel during annealing and
is “memorized” during the re-crystallization of the active area and gate
polysilicon. The final source of stress is used to enhance only PMOS
devices, and involves expitaxially growing SiGe in cavities that have
been etched into the source/drain (S/D) regions of the transistor. Lattice
mismatch between the Si and embedded SiGe creates a large compres-
sive stress in the PMOS channel, which results in significant hole
mobility improvement. In the embedded SiGe process, NMOS devices
are protected by a capping layer that prevents Si recess and SiGe epitax-
ial growth.

By closely examining these sources of mechanical stress, the layout
dependency of the amount of stress transferred to the channel (and, con-
sequently, the drive current enhancement) becomes apparent. For exam-
ple, the quantity of epitaxial SiGe (and, hence, the stress) that can be
grown depends on the length of the S/D regions. Longer diffusion
regions will not only increase the stress due to SiGe, but will also move
the STI farther away from the channel, reducing its impact on total
channel stress. Thus, when mechanical stress is introduced within a
device, the drive current is no longer solely dependent upon gate length
and width and can be affected both by the layout of the particular tran-
sistor, as well as its neighbors. This means that the performance of two
transistors with identical gate lengths and widths can differ signifi-
cantly, depending on their layouts. The layout dependency of mechani-
cal stress is studied further in Section 3.

3.  STRESS-AWARE LAYOUT OPTIMIZATION FOR 
PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT

As mentioned in Section 1 and illustrated in Figure 1, mobility
enhancement through induced mechanical stress is a viable alternative
to Vth modification. In this section, we begin by exploring how mechan-
ical stress in CMOS technologies is influenced by layout parameters
(i.e., source/drain extension, distance to STI, etc.). From the intuition
developed in this study, we then propose standard cell layout guidelines
for maximizing stress-induced performance gains. Finally, we imple-
ment these guidelines in an industrial 65nm standard cell library and
characterize the performance enhanced gates.

3.1.  Stress Effects in CMOS Devices
In order to study the layout dependence of stress-based performance

enhancement, we used the Davinci 3D TCAD tool [18], which has an
extensive set of stress related features. Additionally, we followed the
layout design rules from an industrial 65nm CMOS library and device
fabrication was simulated in Tsuprem4 [19] (in order to capture the pro-
cess-induced stress). The stress values were then imported into Davinci,
which simulated the device and solved for the stress-based mobility
enhancement equations. The resulting values for drive current and
stress were found to be consistent with previously published 65nm tech-

Figure 2. Desired stress types for NMOS and PMOS devices.

Figure 3. Sources of stress for NMOS and PMOS devices.
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nology data [14]. Our consistency with these fabricated measurements
can be attributed to the fact that we model all of the layout dependent
sources of stress in the industrial 65nm technology. For a PMOS device,
the sources of stress that are layout dependent include the compressive
nitride liner, embedded SiGe source/drain, and STI. The NMOS
sources, on the other hand, only include the tensile nitride liner and STI.
We have ignored the Stress Memorization Technique (SMT) in our sim-
ulations, since it involves a uniform deposition and eventual removal of
a dielectric layer over all NMOS devices. SMT, therefore, does not
depend on layout properties and can be accurately treated as a uniform
increase in NMOS drive current, independent of layout.

For an isolated PMOS device, we increase the active area length
( ) and examine the corresponding changes in drive current. Increas-
ing active area length has a number of effects: 1) it increases the amount
of SiGe, causing more stress to be transferred to the channel; 2) it
increases the distance between the channel and the STI, decreasing the
effect STI has on channel stress; 3) it allows more nitride over the
active area. The nitride layer actually transfers stress in two ways – ver-
tically through the gate and longitudinally through the active area.
Since active contacts create openings in the nitride layer, the longitudi-
nal component of nitride stress can be increased by moving the contacts
away from the channel. Similarly, a source/drain region that does not
have any contacts (or has a smaller number of contacts) will have
higher channel stress than one that has a high contact density.

Figure 4 shows the longitudinal stress (Sxx) in isolated PMOS and
NMOS devices for two normalized Ls/d values of 1 and 1.58. The 
values have been normalized to the minimum possible S/D length for a
region that contains a contact, in accordance with the layout design
rules of the industrial library. Figure 5 shows the drive current, Ion, and
leakage current, Ioff, plotted against the S/D length, Ls/d, for both an
NMOS and a PMOS device. Results show that for a 12% and 5% per-
formance increase, leakage current only increases by 3.8X and 1.5X in
the PMOS and NMOS device, respectively. This Ion versus Ioff trade-
off, as we have already shown in Section 1, is much better when com-
pared to the enhancement technique where Vth is reduced. As men-

tioned previously, the performance enhancement is also sensitive to
contact placement. The experimental results show that about 65% of
stress is transferred through the gate and the rest is transferred through
the active area. Moving the contacts away from the channel accounts
for ~20% of the PMOS drive current improvement and ~80% of the
NMOS improvement.

3.2.  Layout Guidelines for Including Stress
Based on the intuition developed in the previous section, some sim-

ple guidelines can be formulated to optimize a given layout for stress-
induced performance enhancement. These guidelines should focus on
the layout parameters that a designer can modify. Active area length,
placement and number of contacts, and device context (i.e., whether the
device is surrounded by other transistors or isolated by STI on one or
both sides) are the three main layout parameters, apart from W and L,
available to a designer which can be used to modify stress and change
current. Using these three parameters, we propose the following layout
guidelines for improving the performance of devices under stress.
Guideline 1: Increase the active area width to fill up the entire cell.

This guideline is most readily applied to a gate with NMOS or
PMOS stacks that do not use the full width of a cell. The layout, in
this case, does not require contacts between intermediate nodes, so
their spacing can be significantly tighter than nodes that contain
contacts (due to technology design rules). In the absence of stres-
sors, compact layouts are preferred in order to minimize source/
drain parasitic capacitance. However, in the presence of stress, the
larger capacitances caused by increased active area are dominated
by the resulting increase in drive current.

Guideline 2: Move the contacts away from gate polysilicon.
Moving the contacts away from the channel allows more longitudi-
nal stress to be transferred by the nitride layer. In the case of an iso-
lated transistor, move the contact as close to the active edge as
design rules permit. For contacts between two gates, place them
halfway for similar performance or move the contact closer to the
non-critical transistor so that the critical device is stressed more.
Moving contacts away from the gate will result in a small increase
in the source/drain resistance (< 5Ω), which is outweighed by the
resulting gain in drive current.

Guideline 3: Laterally, move PMOS/NMOS closer/farther from the
nitride interface, respectively.
Figure 2 shows that the desired lateral stress for both NMOS and
PMOS is tensile. However, Figure 6 shows that the lateral stress
behavior near the interface of the two nitrides is compressive under
the tensile nitride (NMOS side) and tensile under the compressive
nitride (PMOS side). Therefore, if possible, it would be beneficial to
move the PMOS active area into this region of tensile stress and the
NMOS away from the region of compressive stress.

3.3.  Layout Guideline Application
As stated previously, we applied the layout guidelines proposed in

Section 3.2 to an industrial 65nm standard cell library. The original
library contains CMOS logic gates that were designed using present-
day layout methodologies that do not consider stress. Hence, most of
the cell layouts do not use the full active area available in the cell (espe-
cially for series devices), nor do they account for device placement
within the cell. Therefore, we can easily apply Guidelines 1, 2, and 3 to
the majority of the standard cells in the library without increasing stan-
dard cell area. An example of one of the stress-enhanced cells is shown
in Figure 7. This particular logic gate is a 3-input NOR gate; our stress-
enhanced version is shown in Figure 7a while the original version in
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shown in Figure 7b. From this figure, the impact of using our guidelines
is clearly seen. After following Guideline 1, the middle S/D lengths for
the stacked PMOS devices have increased by 1.3X, while the edge 
values have increased by 1.4X and 1.3X for the PMOS and NMOS
devices, respectively. One feature of Guideline 1 is the fact that it
allows more space to follow Guideline 2. Finally, we were able to later-
ally move all of the PMOS devices as close to the nitride interface as
the design rules allowed, decreasing the distance by 0.5X. After apply-
ing the guidelines to the 3-input NOR standard cell, PMOS and NMOS
drive current increased by 13.5% and 3%, respectively, while leakage
current increased by 4.0X and 1.2X, respectively. On the other hand,
when the original cell was used with reduced Vth (so that the drive cur-
rent matched the stress-enhanced case), leakage increased by 9.2X for
the PMOS devices and 1.3X for the NMOS devices. Meanwhile, the
percentage increase in output capacitance for the stress-optimized lay-
out (with the gate loaded by one FO4) was only 2.7%.

In this same manner, we applied all of the guidelines from Section
3.2 to ~25 standard cells from the industrial library, creating a stress-
enhanced version of each cell. For the majority of standard cells, the
stress-enhanced versions are the same area as the original cells, thus,
there is no area penalty. However, since there are no series/stacked
devices in inverter layouts, there is negligible space to apply Guideline
1. Therefore, we chose to create slightly larger stress-enhanced invert-
ers (with ~20% increase in area per cell) that achieved larger drive cur-
rents (13% increase for PMOS and 6% increase for NMOS). Since the
inverters, however, only make up a small subset of our standard cell
library, the overall impact on circuit area is < 0.5% (as shown later in
Table 2). 

The stress-enhanced standard cell library is comprised of different
sized inverters (iso-area and increased area versions) as well as two-
and three-input NAND and NOR gates of varying strengths. Table 1
summarizes the drive current improvements and leakage increase along
with the percentage increase in output capacitance (with the gate loaded
by one FO4) for the layout optimized versions of the lowest strength
gates of each type. When reducing Vth in the original cells to match the
improvement of the stress-enhanced versions, ~2X larger leakage is
observed.

4.  OPTIMIZATION METHODOLOGY
Stress-based performance enhancement provides a better leakage

versus performance trade-off as compared to Vth assignment. However,

when the standard cell area is fixed (i.e., the stress-enhanced version
occupies the same amount of area as the original version), we can only
obtain limited drive current improvement (< 10%) through stress-aware
layout optimization. Therefore, we combine the two approaches to
simultaneously achieve a larger range of current improvement and more
fine-grained control over the performance enhancement (and, conse-
quently, the increase in leakage). Figure 8 shows the leakage and
switching delays for various combinations of Vth and stress-based opti-
mization for a 3-input NOR gate (L – low, H – high). Low (L) stress
optimization corresponds to a standard cell in the library that has not
been optimized for stress enhancement (by applying the layout guide-
lines), while high (H) stress optimization corresponds to the layout opti-
mized version of the standard cell. For the dual-Vth approach, a gate has
only two options to choose from, high-Vth or low-Vth. However, not all
gates assigned to low-Vth need such a large performance improvement.
Introducing stress-based, layout-optimized cells provides an additional
reduced leakage option (when performed on a high-Vth cell) for gates
that require moderate improvements in performance, thereby saving
leakage power. Alternatively, it also provides a higher performance
option when combined with low-Vth to further reduce delay.

For simultaneous Vth/stress optimization level selection and sizing
optimization, we use an iterative approach similar to [5] that can be
divided into two main parts:

1. A certain number of gates in each iteration are assigned to the
low-Vth or high stress optimization level.

2. The circuit is then rebalanced by reducing the size of the
affected gates and other gates are re-sized to compensate for the
area reduction (the objective is iso-area).

In each iteration, a merit function is evaluated for all gates in a circuit.
This merit function rates the increase in total leakage with respect to the
performance gain of the circuit, and the gates with the highest merit are
selected and set to the next higher performance level (lower Vth or
higher stress optimization level). The performance level is increased
from high-Vth and no stress optimization to low-Vth and high stress
optimization in order of increasing leakage. The merit function is
shown in (1):

(1)

Here,  is the impact that increased gate performance has on a
particular timing arc, α; k is a small negative number; and Slackmin is
the worst slack seen in the circuit. This weighting function takes the
value 1/k for timing arcs on the critical paths, and approaches zero for
less critical timing arcs. 

However, once the merit function is evaluated, a circuit’s gate sizes
are no longer optimal since one or more gates have been assigned to a

Figure 7. 3-input NOR Stress Optimization.
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Table 1. Stress-aware layout optimization effects in 65nm standard cells 
(relative to original, compact layout).

Cell Name
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Iso-area INV 3% 1.5% 1.2X 1.1X 0%
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2-input NAND 4.5% 1.5% 1.5X 1.1X 1.3%
3-input NAND 7% 1.5% 2.0X 1.1X 1.9%
2-input NOR 3% 7.5% 1.2X 2.2X 1.9%
3-input NOR 3% 13.5% 1.2X 4.0X 2.7%
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higher performance level. The resulting decrease in delay creates
excess area which can be recovered from the now oversized gates. By
shifting this excess area to undersized regions, we can improve perfor-
mance without increasing area (or only increasing it by a small
amount). The candidates for reduction include any gate sharing a timing
path with a modified gate, as well as the modified gate itself. Because
modifying a gate has a greater effect on nearby gates, we can identify a
modified gate’s core of influence to a predetermined logic depth based
on the distance of gates (sharing a timing arc with the modified gate)
from the changed gate. This depth was experimentally determined to be
three levels of logic. For the purpose of resizing, we use a delay sensi-
tivity based sizing optimization algorithm [20]. The next section dis-
cusses the experimental results obtained when applying this
optimization algorithm to benchmark circuits.

5.  EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The algorithm described in Section 4 was implemented in C and
tested on ISCAS85 benchmark circuits and two DSP circuit implemen-
tations (“Viterbi1” and “Viterbi2”), that vary in size from 166 to 34082
gates. The circuits were synthesized using an industrial 65nm CMOS
technology with a nominal Vdd of 1V,  and

 for the high-Vth devices, and  and
 for the low-Vth devices. All of the standard cells

(both the original and the stress-enhanced versions) in our library were
characterized (using SPICE) at both the high- and low-Vth values. The
layout-dependent characteristics (e.g. rise/fall delay, rise/fall power,
etc.) and parasitics (such as junction capacitance and source/drain resis-
tance) for each cell were captured during the SPICE-based characteriza-
tion. All of the improvements discussed in this section use a dual-Vth
optimization (using simultaneous Vth selection and gate sizing) as the
basis for comparison.

Figure 9 shows the leakage power versus critical delay curves for the
two techniques: dual-Vth assignment and dual-Vth assignment combined
with stress-aware layout optimization, for one of the larger circuits,
c7552. As mentioned earlier, combining stress-based layout optimiza-
tion with Vth assignment provides a better range and more fine-grained
control of performance enhancement as compared to the dual-Vth based
assignment. This is clearly seen in Figure 9 while comparing both the
critical delay for the two techniques at the same value of leakage (iso-
leakage), as well as the leakage power at the same value of critical
delay (iso-delay). The key metric that we use in our comparisons is
known as hardware intensity ( ), which was proposed in [21] for quan-
tifying the trade-off between power and delay of a design. A hardware
intensity of x means that a 1% decrease in delay leads to an x% increase
in power. The hardware intensity for the majority of blocks in a micro-
processor design is between 2 and 3 [22]. Thus, for a fair evaluation of
the proposed approach, we present results for points on the power-delay
curve that correspond to a hardware intensity value between 2 and 3.
One such point is shown as “P” in the leakage-power-delay trade-off
curve (  = 2) in Figure 9. For the circuit, c7552, our proposed optimi-
zation results in 22% lower leakage power for iso-delay, and 5.4%
lower delay for iso-leakage, when compared to dual-Vth based assign-
ment at point P.

Figure 10 shows how the percentage improvement (of our combined
method over dual-Vth) in leakage power and critical delay, and the cor-
responding area overhead varies with hardware intensity for c7552.
Percentage improvement in leakage power increases with increasing
hardware intensity because the leakage-power-delay curves for our
approach and dual-Vth assignment move further apart as delay
decreases (or hardware intensity increases). The improvement in criti-
cal delay also increases with increasing hardware intensity. The area
overhead, however, shows an initial increase as more gates require
higher performance, but then becomes fairly constant for higher values
of hardware intensity. For the remainder of this section, we report
power and delay improvement numbers for points on the leakage-
power-delay curves that correspond to a hardware intensity of 2. 

Table 2 summarizes the improvements seen in two comparisons: 1)
combined stress-enhancement and dual-Vth versus only dual-Vth, and 2)
stress-enhancement versus dual-Vth. The first two columns state the

name of the test circuit and its size. The next four columns report the
percentage improvement in leakage over the dual-Vth case and the cor-
responding area overhead for iso-delay (for both comparisons). The last
four columns show the percentage improvement in critical delay and
the corresponding area overhead for iso-leakage-power (for both com-
parisons). The small value of area overhead occurs because of the
increased area variants of the layout optimized inverter cells (men-
tioned in Section 3.3).

The results clearly show that our combined approach significantly
improves the leakage for iso-delay, and also improves critical delay for
iso-leakage, when compared to dual-Vth based assignment. We get up to
38.5% (23.9% on average) improvement in leakage for iso-delay, and
up to 5.8% (5% on average) improvement in delay for iso-leakage. The
area overhead is very small for both the cases – less than 0.5% on aver-
age across all 11 circuits. Even when performing the one-to-one com-
parison of stress-enhancement versus dual-Vth, we achieve up to 7.4%
(5.9% on average) improvement in the leakage for iso-delay, and up to
3.6% (3% on average) improvement in delay for iso-leakage. This com-
parison shows that for this framework and technology, stress-enhance-
ment outperforms dual-Vth both in leakage optimization as well as
delay optimization. By using stress-enhancement alone, we can elimi-
nate the extra masks and processing steps required for dual-Vth designs,
thereby reducing process complexity and cost. Furthermore, the stress-
enhancement versus dual-Vth improvement numbers are limited by the
fact that we require small or no area overhead for the redesigned stan-
dard cells. Using more advanced techniques, we could further improve
the stress-enhanced trade-off between area and performance, which will
increase the performance gap between stress-enhancement and dual-
Vth.

Figure 11 shows the percentage of gates assigned to low-Vth for the
dual-Vth assignment, and the combined stress enhancement and dual-
Vth approach. These numbers are reported for iso-delay points on the
leakage-delay curves, corresponding to a hardware intensity of 2. As
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expected, for the combined approach, lesser number of gates are
assigned to low-Vth as compared to dual-Vth assignment. This is
because for the dual-Vth assignment, not all gates assigned to low-Vth
need such a large performance improvement. Combining layout opti-
mized cell assignment with dual-Vth assignment provides an additional
lower leakage option for the cells that require moderate improvements.
This reduces the number of cells that are assigned to low-Vth, which, in
turn, results in lower leakage current. Typically, the number of gates
assigned to low-Vth for the combined approach is about 35% lower than
the number for dual-Vth assignment.

6.  CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the dependence of drive current improve-
ment on layout parameters like source/drain length and contact place-
ment, and developed guidelines to improve the layout and maximize
performance. We used the guidelines to optimize the layouts of standard
cells from a 65nm industrial library. Next, we combined the assignment
of these stress-optimized cells with Vth assignment in order to optimally
trade-off leakage power and performance. The new approach is com-
pared with the traditional dual-Vth based assignment technique. Results
show that we improve the leakage current by 23.9% on average for
identical delay, and improve the critical delay by 5% on average for
identical leakage, with a very small area overhead (< 0.5%).
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Table 2. Improvement in leakage and delay as compared to dual-Vth based assignment.

Circuit Number 
of gates

Comparison for iso-delay against only dual-Vth assignment Comparison for iso-leakage against only dual-Vth assignment

Stress + Vth based assignment Only Stress based assignment Stress + Vth based assignment Only Stress based assignment

Improvement 
in leakage

Area 
overhead

Improvement 
in leakage

Area 
overhead

Improvement 
in delay

Area 
overhead

Improvement 
in delay

Area 
overhead

c432 166 38.5% 0.3% 5.4% 0.5% 5.0% 0.5% 3.6% 0.6%

c499 962 20.4% 0.9% 5.1% 0.9% 4.6% 0.9% 3.4% 1.0%

c880 390 33.7% 0.1% 12% 0.2% 5.8% 0.3% 2.3% 0.3%

c1908 432 22.5% 0.6% 7.4% 0.7% 4.7% 0.9% 3.0% 0.9%

c2670 964 14.7% 0.1% 5.1% 0.2% 5.2% 0.3% 3.6% 0.3%

c3540 962 23.9% 0.2% 4.7% 0.3% 4.7% 0.3% 2.5% 0.3%

c5315 1750 22.9% 0.2% 4.9% 0.3% 4.9% 0.2% 2.6% 0.2%

c6288 2470 20.1% 0.9% 5.9% 0.9% 4.6% 0.9% 3.0% 0.9%

c7552 1993 22.0% 0.3% 4.8% 0.2% 5.4% 0.2% 3.1% 0.3%

Viterbi1 14503 21.5% 0.3% 4.9% 0.4% 5.3% 0.3% 2.9% 0.5%

Viterbi2 34082 22.6% 0.3% 5.1% 0.4% 5.2% 0.2% 2.7% 0.4%

Average 23.9% 0.4% 5.9% 0.5% 5.0% 0.5% 3.0% 0.5%
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Figure 11. Percentage of gates assigned to low-Vth for dual-Vth and the 
combined dual-Vth and stress based approach.
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